Holy Family Collegiate High School

SPANISH | ESPAÑOL
DIRECTIONS FOR NON-TRADITIONAL INSTRUCTION
Hello … Hola … Evan, Logan, Reign, Mena, Isaac!
Hello … Hola … Carter, Ryleigh, Chase, Emily, Caitlin!
¿Como estan ustedes? ¿Bien? ¿Bendicidos? I sure do miss you all!
Thanks for your understanding and patience in getting instruction and assignments for Spanish
up and going. I’ve been pulled in a number of directions with many things that have needed my
attention. I am glad that we are back to class! Digitally at least! Let me go through a few
things with you.
FIRST. Please send me an email at agarner@cdlex.org and in your email include a contact number
that is best to reach you.
SECOND. We will be using video instruction from ¿Que hora es? In the series you will meet Dr.
Danny Evans. He is very engaging in his approach. The first videos will be a review of several things
we have already covered. This review is good for all of us! It helps us to remember.
THIRD. On the Spanish page of the school website, I will make two postings each week. Each
posting will include a link to a video lesson, printable handouts, and a “quizlet”. (That’s to help calm
Mena’s nerves about using the term “test” or “exam”.) You will need to complete the “quizlets” and
email your responses to me. That means that each week (until resume in-person classes) you will have
two assignments/quizlets to send to me by Friday afternoon.
FOURTH. Once a week (for now, we may move to twice a week), I will do a Zoom meeting with
you. I’ll try to make it about the same time we would usually meet for in-person classes.
FIFTH. If you have questions at any point, please call me at 606.329.1607!

Many thanks for your flexibility! Let’s learn! Stay calm. Stay connected. Stay committed. Stay
the course. We’re learning new things together in the midst of all of this!

